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The earth's periodic tidal deformations have been reviewed
most recently by Slichter [19721 for the solid earth tides, by
Hendershott fl973] for the ocean tides, and by Chapman and
Lindzen [970] for the atmospheric tides. Observations of the
solid tides provide estimates of the Love numbers and phase
lags, parameters which are related to the global elastic and
viscous characteristics ofl the earth.

In their classical definit ion the Love numbers define the
response of a radially symmetric perfectly elastic earth to the
perturbing potentials. This theoretical responsè is now best
determined from seismology, as has been done by Longman
[ 963, f 966], Takeuchi et al. 11962l, Farrell [1972], and others.
The study by Farrell in particular shows that the Love
numbers aie not very sensitive to the choice of mantle model,
a conclusion reached earlier by Alsop and Kuo 11964l.'|he
theoretical response of the earth is nearly always strongly in-
fluenced or modified by the movement of the fluid parts of the
earth and to a lesser extent by its anelastic properties..One of
the possible modifications that is of .considerable interest is
the resonahce effect in the coupling between the elastic mantle
and the fluid core, as propounded by the theories oî Jefreys
and .Vicente [957] and Molodensky [1961], and which predict
a rapid change of the amplitudes k, with frequency at fre-
quencies near the diurnal t ide. Whether observations of this
possible resonance wil l contribute to our understanding of, the
physics of the earth or merely to our mathematical treatment
of an interesting problem remains to be seen. In any case, the
tidal. measurements unti l now have not been particularly
successful in distinguishing between the.variously proposed
models mainly becàuse of the perturbing effects of the oceans
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on the solid tide observati ons lSlichter, 1972; Blum et al., 1973;
Lecolazet and Steinmetz, 19741.

The anelastic properties introduce a delay in the earth's
response to the attracting potential. This phase lag is
probably of greater intrinsic value than that of the Love
numbers themselves, since it provides an estimate of the
earth's p or its imperfections in elasticity and hence of the
energy thât is dissipated in the earth at the tidal frequencies.
Tidal observations of the phaqe lag also have not been par-
ticularly conclusive because of the ocean tide contribution.
The phase lag observed in the lùnar orbit is meaningfui as to
the tidal evolution of the earth-moon system, but it is not
possible to distinguish with certainty where the dissip4tion of

, energy occurs, in the oceans, in the mantle, or in the core. The
phase angle e, by which the strain lags the stress in a cyclically
loaded earth, is related to the dimensionless O factor bv
[Stacey, 1970] tan e : l/Q.

The importance of the oceanic tidal interference with the
solid tide has been demonstrated by the results of Kuo et al.
|9701, Pertseu [969], and Prothero and Goodkind ll972l for
the gravimetric tide, Blum and Hatzfeld [1970] and Lambert
[1970] for the tilt tide, and Berger and Louberg [1970] for the
strain tide [see also Slichter, 19721. The ocean-lodding effects
appear to perturb all t ide measurements even those in the
m iddle of the continents, as indicated by the results of p¿rlseu

[969] and Kuo et al. [970]. Both studies indicate that even
very distant t ides wil l contribute to the ocean loading, and
Kuo et al. [970] conclude that the ocean tides are in general
not sufficiently well known to be used to eliminate all the
loading contribution. Hendershott and Munk [19?0] conclude
that improvements in the solid earth tide results can only
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The earth 's t idal  deformat ions cause perturbat ions- in the mot ions of  c lose earth satel l i tes,  observat ions
of  which give est imates of  the Love number k,  and phase lag ô.  The contr ibut ion of  the ocean t ides has
general ly  been considered unimportant ,  but  th is is  not  so.  These ocean t ides cause the same spectrum of
orbitaf perturbations as the solid tide, and a complete separation, by analyzing satellite orbits ofdifferent
elements, is not possible. Neglect of the ocean tide will introduce errors in ft, of as much as I 570 and in
phase angle of  as much as l0o depending on the orbi t .  This expla ins the low values for  /<,  near 0.25 that
have been obtained recently from orbital analyses. Comparison of several models for the principal lunar
Íide (M") of the ocean indicates that these models are insufficient for making precise orbital corrections.
For the other tidal frequencies that often have important effects on satellite orbits, no satisfactory tide
models exist. The equilibrium theory does not suffice for these corrections, and improved values ior ft,
and part icular ly  for  the phase lag ô can only come from a concomitant  improvement in our knowledge of
the ocean tides. It is possible to extract some information on the ocean tides from the orbital analyses,
and this could be used as a constraint in numerical ocean tide comoutations. We have analvzed the orbit
of the satellite Geos 2 for thê lunar M"tide. After correcting for ihe ocean tides the valuó found for k,
varies between 0.2'7 and 0.30, depending on which ocean tide model is used. The solutions for the phase
angles are qui te unsat is factory,  and th is condi t ion stems f rom insuf f ic ient ly  precise t racking data and in-
adequate coverage as well as from inadequate tide models. We have applied approximate ocean tide cor-
rections to the tide parameters determined by several authors to give a mean value of ft, : 9.3 1 and ô, :
0.5 ' .  This phase lag corresponds to a mant le p of  about 60.
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come about from major improvements in our knowledge of
the ocean tide.

The tidal deformation wil l cause temporal variations in the
gravitational potential that in turn wil l introduce pertur-
bations in the motion of close earth satell i tes. Kaula 11962l
first pointed out that these perturbations could be perceptible
and later developed the necessary formalism [Kaula,1964].
Both Newton [1965] and Kozai 11965l reported preliminary
attempts at determining the Love number kr and substan-
tiated their results in 1968 lKozai, 1968: Newton, 19681. Their
results were in general agreement with the values obtained
from terrestrial observations, although there was some disper-
sion amongst the parameters estimated from individual
satellites. This led Kaula 11969l to postulate that the tidal
parameters may be geographically variable, and he developed
the orbital perturbation theory to include possible latitudinal
variations in the Love numbers and the phase lags due to
ocean tides. However, the ocean tide is frequency dependent,
and the resulting combined Love numbers wil l also be f,re-
quency dependent. Thus Kaula's application of his analytical
development to the results oî Kozai [1968] and Newton 11968l
and the results from the luna¡ phase angle is invalid, since
these results correspond to the combined solid earth and
ocean response at different tidal frequencies (see below). A
number of more recent studies by Anderle ll971l, Smith et al.

fl9731, and D,guglas et al. |9721 indicated that the Love
ñumber kr, as determined from the orbital perturbations,
could be as low as 0.25. This apparently aberrant result is due
to the neglect of the ocean tides. Kaula [19621 already in-
dicated the order of magnitude of the ocean tidal potential,
but Newton [1968] dismissed the effect as being rather random
in phase and almost canceling out when it was averaged over
the entire earth at any particular instant. This is obviously not
the case, and there will always be an ocean tide component
that gives rise to the same spectrum of orbital perturbations
as the solid earth tide. Lambeck ønd Cazenaue [1973] showed
that the effect of neglecting the ocean tide would be to in-
troduce errors in the Love number determination of up to
líVo and in the phase angle ofseveral degrees depending on
the ocean tide component and on the satell i te orbit.

Atmospheric tide perturbations on the motion of close
earth satell i tes were first discussed by Newton [1968]' but
when he corrected for these perturbations, he assumed that
the load deformation coefficient kr' was equal to kr, whereas
k, : 0.30 and kz' : -0.30. The principal atmospheric tide is
of thermal origin, has a period of half a solar day, and is
about l5 times greater than the semidiurnal lunar tide that is
of gravitational origin. Our principal interest in atmospheric
tides is that they can give perceptible perturbations in the
satell i te orbits with identical frequencies to the solid earth and
ocean tides, and as such they have to be eliminated from the
orbital motion. At our present level of accuracy we need only
consider the semidiurnal solar t ide lLambeck and Cazenaue,
t9731.

TIpel PrnruRBATIoN TuronY

The potential U of the gravitational attraction at r due to a
mass rn* at r* is

U : Gm*ll/(r - r*) - (r.r/r*'g)l

where G is the gravitational constant. If the geocentric angle
between the positions r and r* is denoted by S, or ,S : cos-'
(¡*.r / r* r), then the potential U can be expressed in terms of a
series of Legendre polynomials P¿o (cos S) by
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P¿o (cos ,S)

This is the potential of the direct attraction due to the mass
m* on, for example, a satell i te of unit mass at the position r.
At the earth's surface, r : R, and U : U(R). The earth wil l
deform under this potential, and the additional potential
resulting from this new mass distribution, is, by definit ion of
the potential Love numbers ft¿ (of degree /),

AU(R) : l tc,U,1n¡

Ç a *  -  / P V
: 

r* Ð 
o' (È/ P'o (cos S)

where the tilde refers to the fictitious position i of the perturb-
ing body to allow for any lag in the earth's response. Outside
the earth, when Dirichlet's theorem is used, the potential due
to the deformation is

AU(r): # fo, (#)' (:)'. 'p¿o (cos s)

The angle S and the distances r+ , r canbe expressed in terms of
the instantaneous Keplerian elements of the perturbing body
(a*, e*, i*, M*, ûr*, Q*) and of the satellite (a, e, i, M, o, dl),
where a is the semimajor axis of the orbit, e the eccentricity, i
the inclination of the orbital plane on the equator, M the
mean anomaly, <,r the argument of latitude, and O the
longitude of the ascending node. With the appropriate
transformations lKaula, 1964, 19691 the perturbing potential
i s .

G m t
u :  

* Ð 
(Ð'

ø I L @

a u ( r ) :  > E t  Ð
l : 2  4 = o  

" - o  
a : - @ n "Ð-0,(,+)'Y

. ( l - m ) l ( ) _ Â  
/ P \ ¡ + 1

(l I m)!'- 
-"^)' F' 'G\C'""('*) 

\ì)

.F¿*¡Q)G¿¡.þ)  cos (u¿^ro* -  Dtnic *  er^ro)  ( l )

with u : (l - 2j)u + (l - 2j + ÐM t mQ and u* : (l - 2pþ*
+ (/ - 2p + q)M* I mdl,+.The F¿^o(i*) and G¡oo(e*) ate
polynomials in sin i* and e* and are given by Kaula 11966l.
The F,*¡(i) and Gar@) are corresponding functions of the sat-
ell i te coordinates i and e.TheG¿oo(e) are proportional to erqr,
so that the summations over q and g are finite numerically.
Because (R/a*)' - (l/60\', only the terms in ÃUQ) for I : 2
will be important. The angle e ¿^ro is the phase angle between
the deformation and the exciting potential. As the earth's rate
of rotation will exceed the mean motion of either of the per-
turbing bodies, the delay in the earth's response wil l occur as
the occurrence of the maximum tidal bulge at a given point
after that point has passed the earth-moon or earth-sun line.
If Al is the time lag of the tidal response, d is the angular
velocity of the earth about its center of mass, and ¿* is the
mean motion of the perturbing body; the maximum tidal
bulge will be displaced by an amount (0 - ñ*)N in the direc-
tion of the rotation of the earth. For both the sun and the
moon, z* ( å, and we can then define the flctitious positions
i by an orbital plane that has been rotated about the pole of
the equator by an amount âAt and whose argument of latitude
on this shifted plane is equal to that of the real position at a
time r - At lKozai, 19651. Then Õ* : Q* + tAl, í4* : M* -

M* At -- M* - n* At, and the phase e ¿-oo is related to the time
delay Al  by e,^on:  -Q -  2p - l  q)n*At  + ml \ t  o  mï\ t .The
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lag angle ô between the maximum tidal bulge and the earth-
moon or earth-sun line is given by ô : áAl.

Developments for some of the principal tidal terms are
given by Kozai |9651 and Newton 119651. Musen and Estes
[972] discard the usual trigonometric expansion in terms of
the lunar equatorial coordinates, since a precise analytical ìn-
tegration of the differential equations of motion is difficult in
view of the nonlinear variation of theSe lunar elements in
time. They introduce instead the Brown-Hill variables, which
vary almost linearly with time thereby facilitating the integra-
tion over long time periods.

Kaula 11969l generalized his 1964 development by sup-
posing that the earth's response to a perturbing potential is a
f,unction ofgeographic location. That is, in the expression (4)
the k¿ and e¿apq ãtE assumed to be functions of latitude and
longitude and are expanded as series of spherical harmonics,

k,  :  Ð P¿¡ (s in p)(ko¡ 'cos jX f  k¿¡"  s in jÀ)

and

êt-pq : 
Ð 

,r,  (sin p)(e¿^ro¿¡'  cos jÀ I Êt*ro; i , tsin jÀ)

However, i f  the Love numbers include oceanic effects, they
wil l  be frequency dependent and instead of fr¿ we have to write
k¡ppq ãs for the phase angle e¿*on. I Í t  this paper, fol lowing
Lambeck and Cazenaue [973] and Lambeck et al. ll973lthe
ocean contr ibution is computed expl ici t ly, and the result ing
phase angles and Love numbers refer to the sol id earth's t idal
response.

To compute the oceanic orbital perturbations the ocean
tide is expressed at a point ( lat i tude ,p, longitude east of
Greenwich À) by a harmonic series expansion lHendershott
and Munk, 19701

f(e, À) : 
I f )ø, \) cos l2trnlT - ú*@, \)1 Q)

On the continents, f"o :  0.
The tidal amplitudes f"0 and phases ry', are found by har-

monic analyses of the t ide record over an inf inite set of fre-
q uencies:

6

n l  :  Ðn , fn n ¿  :  O ,  + . 1  ,  + . 2 ,  " '

The vector/has six elements defining the basic frequencies
of the earth-moon-sun motion. Their definitions, together with
their equivalences in the tidal expansion of Doodson [921],
are given at the end of the paper. The phase ry'"(,p, À) is
expressed with respect to the Greenwich meridian, and ?. is
the mean solar time. The f,0 cos {n and (no sin p" of (2) are ex-
panded in series of spherical harmonics to give lLambeck et
a l . . 19731

s .  : Ð 
" , ,  

(s in9)C",n s in(ZtrnfT+ /À + €"¿r)

(3)

The summation of the typel *- a! sin (a * e t) implies a+
sin (a * e+) + a- sin (a - e -). In terms of a surface load q,
q@, ìr) : !p. g cm-2, where p, is the density of the ocean.
The nonrigid earth wil l deform under this load and cause a
lurther redistribution of mass and an additional potential.
This behavior is most conveniently expressed by the load
deformation coefficient fr"', defined similarly to the Love

numbers lMunk and MacDonald, 19601. The total .potential at
the earth's surface exterior to the earth is then

AU'(r) : 4trGR
Ð

Numerical values for the load deformation coefficients are
given by Longman [966] and Farrell [972]. For d,egree 2,
kr' : -0.30; for degree 4, ko' : -0. 13, for different earth
models.

In terms of the orbital elements of the satell i te

^ r r ,  4rGR2 s.  s .  I  + k" '  /R\"AU"'  :  
"  

p_ 
^L" 4;+,  \ ; l

' C ^ " t yn"nu '  (4 )

with 7;"¡,,1 : (s - 2uþ I (s - 2u I u)M * f(A - d) * 2rnfT
* er¿r. We write for convenience AIJ,' : I*- I",ôU",r.

Perturbations with periods longer than one revolution of
the satell i te wil l occur only when s - 2u * u : 0. Pertur-
bations longer than a day wil l occur only when 7o",,,1 does
not contain the sidereal rotation d. The argument 2rnfT can
be written (Table l) with n, -- m.as n10 * Ztrn'fT, and pertur-
bations fonger than a day wil l occur only when -td X m0 -- 0
or  for  /  l0  only  for  y , " ,ur+ when /  :  m.That  is ,  thediurnal
and semidiurnal components of ðer",u,- wil l not give rise to
long-period perturbations. Only those coefficients C,r,+ of
order (l) equal to the order ofthe perturbing potential (¡z) wil l
give rise to long periodic perturbations in the satell i te motion.
As the principal perturbations occur for u : 0, for the
semidiurnal t ides, such as Mror,Sr, only the coefficients Co"¿*
w i th  r  :  2  and  s ,  t  :  2 ,2 :4 ,2 :6 ,2 : .  . .  w i l l  g i ve r i se to  impor -
tant long-period terms. The other long-period terms will be
caused by the coefficients C,,",+ with n : 2 and s, t : 3,2:5,2:
7, 2: . ' . , but now u : * l. Similarly, only the coefficients
C , " , +  w i t h  n :  I  a n d s ,  t : 2 ,  1 ; 4 ,  1 : 6 ,  l ;  ' . . o f  d i u r n a l  t ì d e s
such as O, and K, wil l give rise to long-period perturbations
wi th u :  0 .

The potential LUn' can be substituted into the
Lagrangian equations of motion and integrated by assuming
that the argument ̂ynstuu* varies l inearly with time. The
principal perturbations occur in the longitude ofthe ascend-
ing node, in the argument of latitude, and in the inclination
of the orbital plane. Of these elements the argument of
latitude is usually most perturbed by inadequately modeled
forces, both of gravitational and of nongravitational nature.
When the mean motion of the satell i te is denoted by // and
w i th

(1 + &"',) C.n' /n\ '  1
As : +T 

2r + I 
" 

\;l P- Na'(i. - ettrTt 
sm ¡

the long-period perturbations in inclination At, and rìght
ascension AO are

Ain"tu, : A"Cn"r- F"r*(i)G"*.(e)[(s 
- 2z) 90s i 

- ¡]
ry

i 1 + k - '
7  2 s * r

/ Jq \ " * '  r( ; /  e n * j : + ^ u :

|  ^ : _  |  s - ¿  e v e n* ¡'","(¡)c",,(r) | 
ù¡' 

I
l - C O S I ¡ - ¿  6 ¿ ¿

Ð t

[:1,]"-,...".",",. (s)
a n d
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TABLE l. Relation Between the Darwinian Nomenclature, the Doodson Development, and Orbital Expansion for Some of the
Principal Tidal Frequencies

Indices in
Orbital Development

Indices for Ocean
Tide Expansion

Symbol
Constituent

Number
Doodson
Argument l m p  q n 1 n 2 f u n a n 5 n 6 o": 2rnft

M2

L2

v m

K t *

o,
(M,)
(M')

Q'

.s,
R,
l 2

K""
Kr"
D

(S')

I '
T 1

255
265
1 A  <

275
165
t45
1 6 5
1 5 5
t75
t 3 5

273
272
272
2',75
r65
t63
1 6 3
t66
t62

2 2
2 2
2 2
2 2

ZT

2 r t s ' - p '
2 r - s ' t p '
2r I 2s'

r - | s '
. . - s l

r + p '
r - p '
t * 2 s ' - p '
r - 2 s ' l p '

2t
2 t * h + p "
2 t + h - p "
2 t + 2 h
t + h
î - h
t - p "
t + 2 h - p "
t - 2 h * p "

Lunar Tides
2 2 0  0
2 2 0 - l
2 2  0  I
2 2 1  0
2 l 1  0
2 t  0  0
2 t l l
2  |  0  - l
2  |  1  - l
2 t  0  1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Solar Tides
0 0
0 1
0  - l
l 0
l 0
0 0
0  - l
I  - l
0 1

2(0 - au)
2 ( 0 - a u ) * s ' - p '
2 ( 0 - a y ) - s ' + p '
2 ( 0 - a u ) + 2 s '

2  0  0  0 0
2  1  0  - l  0
2 - l  0  |  0
2  2  0  0 0
l  1  0  0 0
1  - 1  0  0  0
l  0  0  1 0
I  0  0  - 1  0
1  2  0  - l  0
1 - 2  0  l 0

- 2  0 0  0
- 3  0 0  l
- l  0  0  I

0  0 0  0
0  0 0  0

- 2  0 0  0
- 1  0  0  - l

l  0  0  - 1
- 3  0 0  l

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
o - a *
0 - a ,
0 - a *
0 - a ,
0 - a ,

2(0 - o+)
2(0  -  a )  -  h - r  p "
2 ( 0 - a ò 1 - h l p "
2 ( 0 - o ù + 2 h
0 - a s * h * r
0
o  -  o " -  p "
0 - a s * 2 h - p " l r
0 - o , " - 2 h * p " ' l r

s ' * z r

P '
p
2s' - p'
2 s ' * p ' l r

2
2
2
2

AO, "¿ ,o  :  A "Cn" t

'{fr o,,,0 -
.  [ (s  -  2ø)  cos t  -  ¡ù[ - .o* l t " - "  " ' "n  ̂ ,- ( l  

t  
' l n " t u , +  ( 6 )

' Y  )  L  
- s l n J  ( s - ¿ )  o d d

The second term inside the parentheses in the expression for
A0 results from the indirect effect of the earth's oblateness "/r. 

,

The solid earth tidal perturbing potential is expressed in
equation ( I ) with the aid of equatorial coordinates of both the
satell i te and the perturbing body. The ocean tidal potential
(4), however, is expressed in terms of equatorial coordinates
'for 

the satellite and the ecliptic coordinates for the perturbing
body. The reason is that in discussions of the ocean and solid
tides, as observed at the earth's surface, the harmonic
development of the tide-generating potential by Doodson
[921] is usually employed, and the available ocean tide
models refer to specific components in the development. In
Doodson's theory the time dependent argument is expressed
in terms of the six ecliptic elements r, s', h, p', N', and p"
defined in the notation at the end of the paper, which define
the secular changes in these elements. To facilitate the
calculat-ions, Doodson identified each tidal component by a
six-figure argument number specifying the coefficients of the
six variables as they occur in a given frequency. Tidal frequen-
cies that have the same arguments as far as ¡, ,S', and h are
concerned will be inseparable unless very long tidal records are
available, and Doodson applies the term constitutent number
to the first three figures of the argument number. Following
G. H. Darwin's early development of the tidal potential, cer-
tain symbols such as Mr, Sr, Kr, and Ot have also been
associated with the principal tidal frequencies, which have
corresponding constituent numbers. The correspondence
between the equatorial element of expansion (4), the Doodson
arguments, and the Darwinian nomenclature is discussed by
Lambeck et al. ll973l, and the results for the principal tidal
components are given in Table l.

On the separability of solid earth and ocean tide pertur-

bations. The potential of the solid earth can be expressed as
(equat ion  l )

/ n \  ¿ + 1

A(l¡*oo(r) :  k¡Q¿^,o(í*t*o\ 
å) l .  pQ),*,

.4 Gr,,(") cos (u¿*,o* i ur*,, + ,) (i)

where iÞ¿-ro is independent of the satellite position. Likewise,
the ocean tidal potential can be written as (equation 4)

G",,(e)

where ù"¿ is also independent of the satell i te position. The
principal long-period perturbations due to the perturbing
force of degree I and order m come flrom the terms containing
C"r+ wi th s  :  1 ,21,3/ ,  . .  .  and t  :  m,  andof thesethe most im-
portant wil l be for s = /. That is, the principal part of the
ocean tidal perturbation is

AU.'(r) : Ú¿^Ca^*

Comparing the expressions (7) and (8) indieates that these
two potentials have an identical dependence on the satel l i te
orbit  and that in consequence the principal contr ibution of
the ocean tide st : lm to the orbital perturbations cannot be
separated from the solid earth tide simply by analysis of the
perturbations in different satellite orbits: one observes the
sol id earth t ide of degree / and order lz plus the contr ibution
of the term in the ocean t ide expansion ofthe same degree and
order. The other terms of the same order m.in the ocean t ide
expansion s :  2l and s :  4/ do have ampli tudes that vary

. 1-G"*,(e) 
-
I

(-1)"-,; "(:)' t# F",.(í)

a,u*,(r): Ð *.,*",. (+)'.' T n,.ro I
f.orl"-' '"'" l-. * o\'Lr i '1,- ,  

"uu V"'*- 
-  

i )

(:)'.' Ð F,*'(¡) 4',-.(')

[n]:,:"""^": Q,^".. -î) (8)
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differently with orbit parámeters than those of the principal
ocean ,term, and as such these terms can be separated from
this combined solid earth-ocean tidal perturbation. Thus the
ocean tide has to be corrected for in order to estimate the
amplitudes and phase lags associated with the solid tide. The
ocean.models available are i,nadequate or rionêxistent for this,
and a parallel effort in developing numerical models for t ides
other than M, is desirable. In these models an iterative pro-
cedure could be envisaged whereby the terms C",+ and .",; ur.

. estimated from the orbital perturbations and used as con-
strainti in computing the ocean tide.

The problem is the same as with surface observations of
earth tides in that we cannot separate the solid from the ocean
tides if we do not have reliable models for the ocean tides. But
whereas the surface measurements are most perturbed by
nearby tides, the orbital perturbations àre most influenced by
sonie of the global trends of the ocean tides. In both caseS',
progress in interpreting the.tidal measurements can only be
achieved by a concomitant progress in the numerical soluiion
for the ocean tides. And in both cases the tide measurements
can bontribute to knowing the ocean tides albeit on two differ-
ent scales.

Oc¡eN AND ArMospHERIc TrDE Conn¡'crroN

Knowledge of the global ocean tide is partly theoretical,
partly empirical. Complementary reviews of the present un-
derstanding are given by Hendershott and Munk [1970] and
Hendershou It973]. fn the Iatter paper, Hendershòtt revie*s
the various nonequil ibrium global solutions foi the M, tide
(the principal semidiurnal Iunar tide). Of these we use three in
the subsequent discussion of the ocean tidal.effects on satell i te
orbit perturbations, those of pekeris and Accad 119691,
Hendershott ll972l, and Bogdanoa and Magarik Ii967]. The
last âlso give a solution for the S, t ide (the principal semi-
diurnal solar t ide). In the Pekeris and Accad solution the
.ocean.tide has been computed on a rigid earth with as bound-
ary conditions an impermeable coast and allows explicit lv for
dissipation in shallow sèas. Hendershott gives two solutíons.
both allowing for rhe ridal yielding ôf thi earth. In his firsi
solution he neglects the deformation of the êarth under the
variable ocean load, and in the second solution he includes
the estimated effect of this ocean loading. His boundary con-
ditions are specified by coastal elevations, and dissipation oc-
curs at the coast only. The Bogdanov and Magarii< solution
assumes a rigid earth with the same boundary condition and
dissipation as Hendérshott.

There appear to be no numerical .solutions published for
the principal global diurnal oceanic tides, and our only infor-
mation comes from the empirical solution of Dietrich [lg44l,

who gives the cotidal charis for the Or tide (a nèarly diurnal
t ide of  Iunar  or ig in)  and the Kr  t ide ( the combined t ide of
lunar and solar origin with frequencyof I revolution/sidereal
day). Dietrich alio gives,a cotidal chart for the Mrtide that is
in reasonable agreement with the numerical solutions men-
tíoned above. Dietrich only gives the amplitudes of the Oi and
Kl t ides along the coastl ine and for.some island stations. and
we have used this information together with his location of
the amphidromic systems to interpglate for the midocean
t''r1Ï:il'rl:liÎi 

0.., sotution gives directly the sphericar har-
monic expansion of the ocean tide, from which the Ç,r can be
computed [Lambeck et at., 1973]. His second solution is given
as a cotide and corange chart, and as for the pekeris and Ac_
cad, Bogdanov and Magàrik, and interpolated Dietrich
solutions we have estimated the tidal ampliiude and phase at
intervals of l0' latitude and longitude and computed the C",+
ahd e*¡+. Selected values for the C.¿+ and e"r+ are given iír
Table 2 for lhe four M, tide models, the S, tide of Bogdanov
and Magarik, and the diurnal t ides O, and K, ofl Dietriõt. the
coef f i .c ients C*¿+ and e. , ,+ (s  = 2,4,6; t :  1 ,2)g iven in Table2
are those that can be determined from the satell i te orbital
analysis. For degree and order 2 the agreement between the
four M, tide models appears satisflactory as fâr as the
amplitude is concerned; but the phase e* of Hendershott 's
model 2 differs significantly from the others. Hendershotr
|9721 already noted that the phases in his second model are
wrong in some areas. For the terms of degree 4 and order 2
there is considerable difference in the phase between the four
models. Figures I and 2 represent the truncated ocean M2
tides of Hendershott I and Pekeris and Accad (the C,,r and
e",r with s, t : 

.2, 2; 4, 2 only). The. major amphidromic
systems given by the total ôolutions,are reaso;ably well
located, giving rise to the hope ttrâí' ine satell i te deter-
minations of some of the C",+ and e",+ may eventually lead io
useful constraihts on the numerical solutions of ocean tide
models.

The amplitudes of the orbital perturbations resulting from
the principal semidiurnal ocean tide are indicated in Table 3.
These amplitudes are based on the model I of Hendershott
|9721. In general, they are about l5Vo of the solid earth tidal
perturbations. All determinations of Love numbers from
satell i te orbi.t perturbations have assumed that the ocean tides
have negligible effect, but the results in Table 3 indicate that
this assumption is not valid. For low-inclination satell i tes
such as 7010901 (Peole) the effect of the Cor+ term is as imÞor-
tant as the Crr+. For high-inclination orbits the Crr* ierm
dominates. Table 4 gives the magnitudes of the errors that
would result in the Love number determination if the ocean

TABLE 2. Amplitudes and Phase of the Principal Terms in thê Ocean Tidal potential That Give
Rise to Long-Period Orbit Perturbations

Solut ion Tide C2^+, cm e2^+, deg Com+, cm en.+, deg

Pekeris and A ccad [1969]
Hendershott [972, model l]
H ende rsho ! t |97 2, mod,el 2l
Bogdanou and Magarik ll967l
Bogdanou and M.agarik [19671
Dietrich lt944l
Dietrich ll944l
Equi l ibr ium t ide

t70
l l 5
75

l  l 6
90

227
249
210
270
270

340
3 1 6
275
325
3 1 0
3 1 8
J ¿ Z

270
2't0
270

4.4

5.4
4 .3
1 . 6
3 .3
1 . 8
1 . 8
2 .5
4.0

M"
M2
M2
M2
^s,
Kr
o1
o,
K\
M,

1 .4
t . 2
l . l
t . 7
0.2
1 .2
1 .0
0 .12
0 .  l 5
0.25

For the semidiurnal tides, ¡ø : 2, and foi the diurnal tides, n : l. The coefficients Ç,+ are un-
normalized. The equilibrium tide coefficients result from the expressions (9).
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Fie. 1. Ocean tide solution coriesponding to the coefficienls C22!, G""!, Co"!, and er2t of Hendershott's model l.

tides are rÍeglected for laser reflectôr carrying satellites now in
orbit and for the satellites used in the analyses of Kozai 119681
and Newton [968]. Model I of Hendershott and the model
of Bogdanov and Magarik give essentially the same results,
a diminution of k, ranging from 307o for low-inclinätion
satellites to 5To for polar satellites. The effect is always to
reduce the k2 value. The Pekeris and Accad model gives an
almost constant reduction of about 5Vo lLambeck et al.,
r9731.

The equilibrium tide. If the ocean self attraction and the

tidal loading are neglected, the equii ibr ium ocean t ide due to

a potential of attraction (in the form given by Munk and

MacDonald [960])

AU"t '  :  r",P", (sin p) cos (o"¿ * ¡À)

i s
6 - L t  - t \

i (e ,  f )  AU" ' 'ô(ç,  l )

where ô(,p, À) is the o..un d"ll frnction. This function can be
expressed by a spherical harmonics expansion,

ô(e, X) : | @n, cos iX * å¿¡ sin jX)P¿;(sin rp)
a ,

to glve

1 J - t ¿ - ø '
f(e, À) - r  'T tu r¿,(sú 

cos (ø,, f  f I)  Ð (f ; i  cos jÀ' c

f  ór¡ sin jÀ)P¿¡(sin cp)P",(sin rp)

The coefficients a¿; and b¿¡ are givenby Balmino ei al. ll973l.

/ ,>-/-.'^-¡--- / / |
* "--J'-',*,
- - - / , - i  I  l l

i l t l i
\  \  - \ - l  I

I  I  I  l ù v û
i l , r Q /
f--ì--.- / / l

Fig.2. Ocean tide solution corresponding to the coefficients Czz!, erz!, Cn!, and eort of the Pekeris and Accad model
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TABLE 3' Ampli tudes of the orbital Perturbations in i  and 0 Duë to the second and Fourth Harmonics in

. 427

the Ocean M, Tide andCompared With the Corresponding Earth Tide

Incl inat ion I Ascending node O

Earth
Ocean 2nd
Harmonic

Ocean 4th
Harmonic Earth

Ocean 2nd
Harmonic

Ocean 4th
Harmonic

Per iod,
days

7010901 (Peole)
6503201 (Bec)
6508901 (Geos l)
6406401 (Beb)
6402601 (Transit)
6800201 (Geos 2)

0.06"
0 .  I 6 "
0 . 1 9 , ,
0 . 3 1  "
0 .33  "
0 .32"

0.01 l  "
0.025"
0.029"
0.051 , ,
0 .056,  ,
0.052"

0.01 6, ,
0.017, '
0.005, ,
0.009' ,
0 .01 3 "
0.005, '

0 .26"
0 . l 9 "
0 .  l 3 "
0 . t 2 "
0.08 "
0 . r 5 , '

0.043,,
0.032"
0.020"
0 .019 , ,
0.014, ,
0.o25"

0.056, ,
0.002"
0 .0 r5 "
0 .01  8 ,  ,
0.004,'
0.023"

9
l 0
t 2
l 3
1 4
l 5

The product ofthe Legendre polynomials can be expressed as
fKaula, 1969: Baltnino, l973bl

: t , . i  :  0 and 2t. The above expression can be compared
directly with the form (3) for the ocean t ide to give

' E  @ 0 , 8 0 " . o , *  *  a o , Q n " . o , - )

P",(x)P,,(x) :

wi th

2 u * l ( ¡ z - l ¡ + ¡ l l l
2  ( u  f  l ¡ + r l ) !

P 
" r(x)P o ¡(x) P*,,  r  r ,  (x) dx

Thus

*  1 ( r + k - h . )
r a ¿  

2  g  
Á r ¿

Ð Ð 
({a;¡ cos [o", * (¡ t "¡)À] f ó;¡ sin [ø",

+  ( l  +  j ) \ l lQ r , , ¡ , *p , , r¿+ ; r ( s i np )

-f \oo, cos lds¿ + (r - j)À] - ó¿; sin [ø_,

+ ( r  -  j ) \ l le , " " ¡ , -p, , ¡¿_¡¡ (s in rp))

The important terms as far as the orbital perturbations are
concerned are those for  which s :2,  t :  I  or  2,  l t  +¡ l  :  t ,
and u : s, 2s, and 4s. For (t + j) : t, j  = 0,whereas foilr -; l

* P . , t r t ¡ ' ( x ) * : . -  *  1 ( l + k - h )
s l n É s ¿  : t -  

r - r r ,

cos €st : 0

Table 2 summarizes the equil ibrium C",+, e",+ for some of
the principal t ides. The u.piitrd., for l ir, ' f,, ^nd O, arein
reasonable agreement \ì/ i th the nonequil ibrium models, but
there is a considerable dispersion in the phase, implying that
the equil ibrium tide theory wil l not suffice for ôorrectins the
orbital perturbations for the ocean tides.

Atmospheric tide correction. The orbital pe¡turbations
resulting from the atmospheric tide can be treaied in exactly
the same way as the ocean tide fLambeck and Cazenaue,
I 973]. That is, the surface pressure S, is expressed by a series
analogous to (3), and the surface load is ,S"/g. By repre_
senting the atmosphere as a surface layer we assurn" that the
effective depth of the atmosphere is small in comparison with
the satell i te alt itude. Chapman and Lindzen [1970i summarize
the Cr and ei obtained by W. Kertz, B. Haurwitz, and A.
Cowley for the principal atmospheric pressure tides. Table 5
gives the relevant terms for the solar t ides.

The variations S, represent the pressure at the earth's sur_
face, sea level for the ocean areas. Bui an increase in

TABLE 4a. Magnitude of the Errors Resulting in k, if ocean Tides were Nesrected

Satellites

Incl i  na-

t ion,  deg i, vo Q. Vo

K1
IDietrich,

19441
i, vo

or
IDietrich,

t9441

i , .70

M"[Pekeris and M"lHendershott, M" [Bogdanou and 32fBogdanou andAccad, t9691 t9j2l aagalik, tt6t1 üosãr¡i,1gø:l

Q,Vo  i ,Vo o o/^ i , 70 {1, vo

- 6

- 6

l 5

J J

4 l

47

-30

-21

- 1 6

- 1 6

_ l A

-9

- 8

- 1 0

-33

- 1 5

-9

- 3

0

+6

T  t z

- 1 6

- 1 3

-12

- 1 0

- 1 0

-9

- l  I

- 1 0

- 1 5

- 1 0

- 9

- 7

- 7- 3

- 7

-30 -34

- 1 6  - 2 2

-12 -21

- 5  - t 7

- 5  - 1 6

- l  - l l

I J  _ J

-9  -3

- 1 0  - 6

- J  -  I

* 3  - 4

-3  -4

-4  -4

-4 -4

- 4  - 3

- a  - ¿

-4 -4

-4  -4

701009r
(Peole)
s900r 0 |
(Vanguard 2)
650320 l
(Bec)
6000902

- 5

- 5

- 5

_À

À

- 5

- t  - 9

- r  - 9

- o  - ú

- 6  - 6

- 7  - 6

- 7  - 6

(Rocket of Echo l)
6206001 50
(An na)
6508901 59
(Geos I)
6406401 80
(Beb)
640260t 90
(Transit)
68002101 105
(Geos 2)
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TABLE 4å. Magnitude of Errors Resulting in Phase e if ocean Tides were Neglected

Satell ites

Ì  ncl ina-

tion, deg

Kr
Dielrich,
t9441
i, deg

oL

lDietrich,
19441
i, deg

M,lPekeris and M"fHendersholt,
Accad, 19691 19721

Sz lùogdanoù and
M2 lBogdanoo and Magartk,

Magartk, 19671 19611

i, deg 0, deg i, deg O, deg i, deg 0, deg i, deg O, deg

7010901
(Peole)
5900101
(Vanguard 2)
650320 r
(Bec)
6000902
(Rocket of
Echo l)
620600 r
(Anna)
650890 I
(Geos l )
6406401
(Beb)
6402601
(Transit)
680020r
(Geos 2)

t 5

J J

4 l

47

50

59

80

90

105

-25

- 1 9

-17

-  1 5

- 1 5

- l l

n

- 8

a À

-14

-9

- 7

- 5

- l

- 6

- 7

- 1 5

-14

-  t ¿

-  l ¿

- 1 0

- 8

- 8

:8

-21

-  t ¿

- 9

-'7

- 7

- 5

- 8

- 8

-27

- 1 8

- 1 5

- 1 3

- 1 3

- 1 1

- 8

- 8

-9

-27

- l J

- 9

- 6

- 5

- 3

- 3

-9

- 5

- 5

- 5

- 5

- 5

- 5

- 5

- 5

= 5

- 5

- 5

- 5

- 5

- 5

- 5

- 5

- 5

+ 3

+4

+ 5

+ 5

+6

+ 6

+7

+'7

+ l

+2

+ 3

Ï J

I J

+4

+4

+4

barometric pressure wili result in a lowering of sea level. This
is the inverted barometer problem (see, e.g., Munk and
MacDonald, 19601, and the static ratio is a drop in sea level of
l.0l cm for an increase in pressure of I mbar over and above
the mean pressure over the entire ocean surface. Analyses by
Wunsch [1972] indicate that the sea responds statically to
pressure fluctuations as short as 40 hours' If the response at
the semidiurnal frequency is still largely static, the coemcients
in Table 5 would have to be modified accordingly. Table 6
gives the amplitudes of the S, atmospheric tidal perturbations
in the orbits of several satellites. On the average this effect
represents about 2.5Vo of the solid earth tide and cannot be
neglected in precise tidal studies. Just as the principal term in
the ocêan tide cannot be separated from the solid earth tide of
the same frequency, neither can the atmospheric tide be en-
tirely separated from the other tides by orbital analyses alone.
The difference is that the ocean tide is proportionally impor-
tant at all tidal frequencies, whereas the atmospheric tide is
important only for the S, t ide.

ANalvsIs oF THE On¡lr or Geos 2

One of the niost suitable satellit€s now in orbit for study-
ing earth tides is 6800201 (Geos 2) in an orbit of inclination
106', alt itude of perigee 1100 km, and eccentricity 0.03' Its or-
bit .is sensitive to a number of tidal frequencies and its perigee

and area to mass ratio are such as to rèduce the non-
gravitational forces to reasonable values. Precise optical
direction and laser range observations are available since its
launch in early 1968, although their distribution in ipace and
time is not always uniform. The accuracy of the Geos 2 orbit
computations for arcs of several weeks duration reach rou-

TABLE 5. Amplitudes and Phase of the Principal Teims in the
AtmosPheric Tidal Potential

c¿-+ ,  10- '¿mb e¡^+ ,  deg

t inely l0 m in satell i te position when empirical terms are iú-

troduced in the orbital theory to absorb residual long-period
variations lGøposchkin and Lambeck, l9'lll. Table 7 sum-
marizes the principal tidal perturbations in i and 0 expected

for k, -- 0.30. Large amplitude long-period solar tidal terms

occur in addition to small amplitude rèlatively short period

lunar tidal terms. We have attempted to determine the tidal
parameters for the short-period lunar tidal terms despite their

small amplitudes (0.3' ') for several reasons. One reason is that

the data set is not sufficieritly homogeneous for a long enough
period to separate the tidal frequencies ,Sr, Kr, and Pt (Table

7) from each other, Because the contribution ofthe ocean tide

to the total tide is frequency dependent, it cannot be assumed
that the tidal amplitude factors and the phase angles wil l be

the same for all tidal frequencies, as has been done by Douglas

et al. ll972l and Smith et al. ll973l. Secondly, the long-period
pertuibations of satell i te orbits are sti l l  poorly understood
primarily bécause of the indirect solar radiation pressure

effects, the variable radiation reflected by and emitted by the
earth, and particularly the variable effective reflectin! area of

the satellite. So far, none of these effects appear to have been

adequately evaluated. The zonal hârmonics also are not well

enough k nown to permi t  the aSsociated long-per iod
variations to be modeled with the sought accuracy. In the

solutions for the zonal harmonics of the earth's gravity f ield

the tidal perturbations are usually neglected (e.g., in the

solutions by Kozai 11969l, King-Hele et al. 11969l, Cazenaue et

at. ll972l, and Wagner tl973l), but for some of the satellites

used the tidal perturbations are quite large and have fre-

quencies close to the frequencies of the odd zonal harmonjcs'

Part of the long-period tidal perturbations may therefore
already be absorbed by the zonal harmonics. Finally, the

lunar perturbations analyzed correspond to thé Mztide (lmpq
: 2200\, for which there are several ocean tide models

available. Thus the ocean tidal perturbations either can be

corrected for by using these models, or the ocean tidal param-

eters can be estimated from the perturbations and compared
with the models.

Method of analysis. All orbit computations have been
carried out by using standard numerical integration tech-

niques. The orbital arcs computed are of 2-day duration over-

,s2

^s,

2 2
4 2
2 l
J I

1 4 4
t 6
? R
R ' ì

158
342
s z l

195

The coefficients are unnormalized.
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TABLE 6.  Ampl i tudes of  the Pr incipal  Atmospher ic Tidal  Perturbat ions Due to the Solar  S,  Tide
and Compared With the Corresponding Sol id Earth Tides of  the Same Frequency

Satel l i te

Incl inat ion Longitude of the Ascending Node

Solid Earth Atmospher ic Solid Earth Atmospher ic Per iod,days

7010901
650320 l
650890 r
6406401
6426001
680020 r

0.08 "
0.23"
0.41, '
0.99"
2.20"
4.18"

0.002"
0.006 "
0 .010 "
0.023,,
0.053 "
0.100, ,

0 . 3 1 "
0 .35  "
0.47', ' ,
1 . 5 4 "
7.s0"

24.50"

0.007"
0.008' '
0 .01  1 "
0.037"
0.  I  80"
0.588"

22
34
55
87

1 9 3
433

lapping by I day, and al l  known perturbing forces except the
tidal potential are included. These short-arc orbit  com-
putations adjust the init ial  condit ions to best f i t  the ob-
servations. These parameters are then extrapolated to an in-
stant corresponding to the init ial  condit ions computed for the
second arc, and the dif ference between the extràpolated and
adjusted posit ion represents the change in the t idal pertur-
bations and in any unmodeled or inadequately modeled per-
turbations. The cumulative sum of these dif ferences gives the
total perturbation in the sought elements. At an earl ier phase
in the analysis we had anticipated computing dif ferences
bet' iveen the short-arc orbits and a single long-arc orbit  cover-
ing the entire period of analysis, as was done by Douglas et al.
[972], but our numerical integration techniques proved to be
quite inadequate f lor this.

The underlying assumption is that these orbital arcs are of
short duration in comparison with the sought t idal per-
turbations. For the l5-day lunar t ide this condit ion is not en-
t irely satisf ied, and there wil l  be a certain averaging of the
tidal perturbation during the 2-day arc. That is, the observed
quanti ty Ai( l)  is est imated over an interval of A/ centered at
t ime I and reprèsents the mean value of Ai( l)  over the t ime
span ( l  + At/2). The functional behavior of Ai is known, and
its theoretical value Ai ' ( l ) ,  based on a nominal value of k, and
ez, can be computed. The corrected quanti ty Aà(/) is then
given by

Aì"(t) :  ¿7(r) + ait( t)  -  1 
¡t t+dtttz ai,( t)  dt

A ¿  J  t _ ( ^ t / 2 \

and s imi la r ly  fo r  AO.
Data. Laser and optical data for an interval of 75 days

from mid-Apri l  1968 to early July 1968 have been analyzed.
This represents 5 cycles oî the Mrt idal perturbation. The laser
data have been col lected by the Centre National d'Études
Spatiales (CNES), Goddard Space Fl ight Center (GSFC),
and the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory (SAO). The

accuracy of this data is between 5 and l0 m. The optical data
consist of precisely reduced Baker-Nunn observations of the
SAO network, camera observations of the GSFC minitrack
network, and observations from some cameras operated by
CNES. The accuracy of these data varies from 2 to 4". On the
average, each 2-day arc contains 2 or 3 laser passes and l0-l 5
optical passes. A.total o[3 lasers and 39 cameras contributed
to the data set with variable regularity. A considerable
amount of optical data is.available prior to April 16, but tests
showed that although these data reveal clearly the large
amplitude long-period tides, they do not indicate the M, tide.
Laser data are essential for detecting this lunar tide albeit in
smal l  quant i t ies.

Force models. The zonal harmonics used are those of
Kozai |9691 to degree 21. The difference between this solu-
tion and the more recent solutionsby Gaposchkin et al. 1197ll
and lüagner [973] is not insignificant and could result in an
erroneous secular drift in Q and in long-period perturbations
with periods ¡r/t '¡,2tr/t ' t in both i and O. Taking the difference
between the Kozai and Gaposchkin et al. solutions as an es-
timate of the error in the coefficients results in a periodic error
in i of 0.02" and in Q of 0.52" with a period of about 220
days, close to the period of the K, t ide. The nonzonal
geopotential model used is that of Gaposchkin and Lambeck
11970, l97ll complete to degree and order l6 plus isolated
higher degree and order terms. It is known that not all the
resonance effects of the Geos 2 orbit are absorbed by this field
[e.9., Marsh and Douglas, 1971 Reigber, 19731, since the
gravity f ield must explain the motion of all close satell i tes and
not just the peculiarit ies ofone. Thus periodic errors in both i
and O arising from the order l3 resonance harmonics can be
expected with periods of about 6.5 days. These residual per-
turbations wil l be averaged in part during the 2-day arc com-
putations. Uncertainties in the other gravity f ield coefficients
will give rise to perturbations with periods equal to or less
than a day, and their effect on the orbital elements should be
negligible if one has a uniform distribution of data.

TABLE 7.  Pr incipal  Lunar and Solar  Tidal  Pertu¡bat ions in the Incl inat ion (Ai)  and Ascending Node
(40) of Geos 2 Based on Nominal Tidal Parameters of k, : 0.30 and (z - 0o

Period AO

9.8
14.4
r 5 . 3

127.5
255.1

230.1
257.0
432.7

2206.2

2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
¿

2
I
2
2
I

0
0
0
I
I

I
0
0
0
0

l 0 l
l l 0
2 ' 0 0
2 0 1

Lunar Tides

Solar Tides

0.02 N2
0.14  0 ,
0. 15 M"
0.65 K,*
4.54 K,^

0.09 7r\
1 .83  K, "

25. 18 ,S,
36.48 R2

0
0
0
0
0

0.04
0.04
0.30
0.32
0.67

0.02
0.27
4.04
l . l 9

0
0
0
0

Here D indicates Darwinian notation.
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The station coordinates determined by Gaposchkin and
Lambeck [971] are used except for some of the European
stations where the values of Marsh et al. ll971l have been
adopted, since in the former solution a distortion has been in-
troduced in these coordinates through the use of erroneous
ground survey information between nearby tracking stations.
The effect of uncertainties in station coordinates is to in-
troduce short-period perturbations in the computed trajec-
tory, although as f,or the tesse¡al potential coefficients, they
could propagate into longer-period effects if the distribution
of the data was not uniform. Final pole coordinates and UT- 1
of the Bureau International de I 'Heure have been used in all
trajectory computations. Errors in the pole coordinates wil l
only introduce very small diurnal e¡rors in the orbit, whereas
errors in UT-1 wil l introduce proportional errors in 0

fLambeck, l97l]. Of the latter the errors introduced by not
correcting for the tidal deflections of the meridians of the'
observatories wil l cause periodic errors in UT- I of about I -ms

amplitude and 14-day period fGuinot, 19701. Thus the error
introduced in O also has a 14-day period and an amplitude of
0.015", or about l07o of the direct t idal perturbation in Q.

The direct solar radiation pressure acting on the satellite
has been taken into account allowing for the effect of the

earth's shadow. Numerical integration of this force function
for the period of analysis gives a long-period effect that
reaches an amplitude of 3 x l0-? rad in inclination and 3 X

10-6 in the ascending node. The modeling of the indirect
radiation pressure and of the variable effective reflection and

absorption parameters of the satellite has not been attempted
on the assumption that these effects represent at most 25Vo of
the direct effect and that they do not give periods near the
sought short-period tidal frequencies.

Tests with the atmospheric density model of Jacchia 119651
showed that the short-period perturbations due to air drag are
extremely small for Geos 2. The long-period perturbations do
not exceed 5 x l0-r0 rad in i nor 5 X 10-0 rad in Q after 100
days. As there already are a number of inadequately known
long-period perturbations, we have chosen not to include the
drag forces in the 2-day orbit computations.

The direct gravitational attraction of the sun and moon on
the satellite is included in the force function. A further force
that must be considered is the combined centrifugal and
Coriolis forces that result if the reference frame in which the
orbit is computed is not f lxed absolutely in space. All orbits
are computed in the true instantaneous system, defined by the
axis of rotation and the true vernal equinox, with the Coriolis
forces added to the force function. These orbits are then
transformed geometrically into an absolute reference frame

[Balmino, 1973a].
Results. The residuals for the computed 2-day orbits are

typically l0 m for the laser range observations and 24" for
the direction observations. These are of the same magnitude
as the observational errors. The accuracy estimates of the ad-
justed osculating elements i and 0 are of the order 0.05" and
do not vary significantly from orbit to orbit, reflecting the uni-
form data distribution. The cumulative differences show a
marked secular variation in 0 and long-period variations in
both i and O. These are probably the combined effect of un-
certain zonal harmonics, radiation pressure, unmodeled long-
period tides, and air drag. A variety of tests showed that the
manner in which these long-period terms were removed was
not very crit ical, and we simply adjusted, in addition to a
sècular term in O, a periodic term of 256 days, the tidal term
due to K1- and K's and close to the principal residual zonal

perturbation. Harmonic analyses of the residuals give the
spectra in Figure 3. The tidal frequencies near 15 days are
clearly defi ned above a noise level of about 0.05 ", equal to the
accuracy estimated from the individual 2-d'ay arcs.

For Geos 2 the lunar Ot and M2 tides give orbital per-

turbations with very similar frequencies (Table 7), and a
separation of these two tides is not possible with the relatively
short t ime span of data analyzed. In i the ocean Or perturba-
tion will present at most 27o of Ihetotal Mrtidal perturbation,
and the choice of the tide model is not crit ical. In O the O, and
Mrrides are of equal amplitude, and the choice of the Or tide
model could be important. We have corrected for the Ot
ocean tide by using the Dietrich [1944] model. The N, tide at a
period of 9.8 days is small, and the neglect of the correspond-
ing ocean tide should not be important, particularly since a
reasonable separation of this period from the 15.3-day tidal
period is possible.

Applying a Hann filter to the analysis removes the apparent
periodicity near 30 days in i, but the important periodicity
near 20 days in O, and for which we have no explanation,
remains. Aliasing could contribute to this spectrum, since the
sampling frequency (l day)-t is close to several nearly diurnal
perturbations such as the potential coefficients oforder l. The
orbital arcs of 2 days would tend to smooth any such residual
perturbations but not necessarily entirely so. For example' the
order l2 harmonics cause a perturbation with period of nearly
I.2 days, whose average value over 2 days does not vanish' Its
aliased frequency is (6.5 days)-', exactly the frequency of the
order l3 resonance perturbations! The spectra reveal a clear
residual order 13 resolance effect in 0 of about 0.2" but
curiously no effect in i. The expected behavior is the opposite,
and we attribute this discrepancy to interference between the
resonance and the aliased frequency, destructive in the case of
i and constructive in the case of O.

Estimated solid earth tidal parameters after correction for
ocean tides and estimated ocean tide coefficients assuming

k" : 0.29 and ô, : 0o are shown below.

Hendershott (model l)

k z : 0 . 2 9 + 0 ' 0 3

Hendershott (model 2)

õ r :  9 "  +  6 o

ô z  :  l 3 ok z :  0 ' 3 0

Pekeris and Accad

k2 :  0 .27  ô¿ :  8o

Ocean M, tide

Cr"* : (10.0 :t 4) cm

C n r ' : ( 2 . 7 + 4 )

e z z ' : 6 o + 4 0 o

e^r* : 2920 +. 40"

In all cases the parameters have been estimated by least

squares on the assumption that the frequency of the sought

tides equals the frequency of the forcing function. The first

three solutions present results for the solid earth tide param-

eters after the corrections for the ocean tide have been applied

by uging the Mzmodels 1 and2 of Hendershott and the model

of Pekeris and Accad. In view of the associated uncertainties

the differences are not very significant, although model I of

Hendershott gives the most reasonable sol id t ide parameters.

The solution for k, is in reasonable agreement with other es-

timates of the effective Love number, but the lag angle is

much too large. The solut ion (1) gives a mantle Q of about 3;
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Ftg 3 (Top) Harmonic analysis of the residual perturbations in inclination. (Bottom) Harmonic analysis of the''residual pe-rturbations in right ascension. In both analyses the Mztidal frequency is near l5 days. The residuals have been
corrected for the smoothing effect discussed in the text.

of course, it is much too small in comparison with an upper
mantle Q of at least 50 at seismic frequencies lLagus and
Anderson, 19681. This large lag angle simply reflects the in-
adequacy of the data for estimating this parameter, which is
more difficult to estimate than kr. For example, an un-
certainty in k" of about 0.03 corresponds to an uncertainty in
lag angle of about 6o. To obtain reliable phase angles for the
M, fide wil l require an order of magnitude improvement in
the accuracy of the tracking data as well as improvements in
the distribution of the data along the satell i te orbit.

Solution (4) is for the Mz tide on the assumption that the
solid earth tide is defined by kz : 0.29 and ¿2 : 0o. These
results can be compared directly with the tidal parameters
given in Table 2 for the various M, models. The amplitudes
Cr"+ and C+z+ aretoo large by a factor of almost 2 when they
are compared with the values of Hendershott 's model l.
Neither ofl the computed phase angles are in particularly good
agreement with any model. In view of the large uncertainties
these differences are probably not significant and reflect
simply the inadequacy of the data for these refined studies.

DAYS
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DrscussroN

In addition to our results discussed above, earth tide
pararneters have been estimated from satellite orbit per-
turbátions by Kozai |9681, Newton [968], Anderle ll971l,
Douglas et al. |9721, and Smith et al. Í19731. All these studies
have neglected the ocean tides, and their results can, in con-.
sequence, not be interpreted directly in terms of solid earth
tide parameters. Kozai [968] analyzed the tidal perturbations
in the inclinations of three satell i tes, 5900101 (i : 33'),
6000902 (i : 47"), and 6206001 (i : 50'), for the solar and
lunar tides whose arguments are given by I, m, p, q, j, g : 2, l,
l , 0, l, 0, corresponding to the K,- + K,s tide. After a phase
correction [Lambeck et al., 1973), Kozai's results are sum-
marized in Table 8. Our tidal correction is based on the Kt
model of Dietrich.

Newton [968] analyzed the inclination and ascending node
of four polar satellites for the solar and lunar tidal per-
tuibations for the argumeñts l, m, p, S : 2,2,0, 0, or the ̂ S,
and M" tides. Newton's incorrect value for the load deforma-
tion coefficient introduces an error of about l7o in the solar
Love number k" and about lo in the solar phase angle er.
Newton gives the krand õzfor each satellite analyzed, for each
of the two elements, and for the solar and lunar tides. Table 8
summarizes his results, where we have computed the weighted
mean for the four satellites by using his accuracy estimates.
Considerable dispersion in the results exists, and this cannot
be explained by the ocean tides alone. We have computed the
corrections resulting from his neglect of the ocean tide by us-
ing model I of Hendershott for M, and Bogdanov and
Magarik f,or ,5r.

Anderle 119711 analyzed a number of polar and nonpolar
satell i te orbits in a general solution for gravity f ield param-
eters, Love numbe¡ kr, and station coordinates. The duration
of the orbital arcs analyzed range from 8 to 16 days, so that
the principal tidal perturbations are of lunar origin (M, and
O,). The observed value of 0.25 is in general agreement with
our observation that the neglect of ocean tides will in general
lead to a decrease in the value of the Love numbers by
l\-l5%o, but we cannot make specific corrections because of
the inclination dependence of the tides.

Douglas et al. |9721 studied the long-period tidal per-
turbation in the inclination of Geos I (6508901) and Geos 2
(6800201). For the former the principal t idal waves are K' and
Sr, and for the latter ,Sr, P,, and Kt. Smith et al. ll973l
analyzed the orbital inclination ofthe satellite Bec (6502801),
and the principal waves contributing to their determination
appear to be also ,Sr, P,, and K'. In both these solutions an ac-

curate evaluation of the ocean tide correction is not possible

þecause we do not know the exact contribution ofeach wave
to the solution and we do not have reliable ocean tide models
for these waves. Nevertheless, we give approximate correc-
tions (Table 8) by using the model of Bogdanov and Magarik
for Sr, by using the model of Dietrich for K,, and by sup-
posing that the contribution of P, is similar to that of K'.
Probably the only meaningful statistical treatment of these
various results is to take a simple mean, ignoring any possible
dependence of k, and ô, on either the frequency or the
magnitude of the tidal potential. That is, we have k, -- 0.306
and ô, : 0.5". The value kz is in complete agreement with that
predicted by the various seismic models, and the value for ô2
leads to a Q of 60, near the lower l imit of the upper mantle
seismic Q.

In the introduction we indicated what we consider to be
some of the important aspects of earth tide studies. That is,
the precise determination of the solid earth phase lag, the
possible observation of the resonance effect at some diurnal
frequencies, and the use of the earth tide measurements for
improving the ocean tide models. The subsequent discussion
and analyses of Geos 2 observations have shown the impor-
tant interaction that occurs between ocean and solid earth
tides and that the former have to be corrected for if the
amplitudes and phase lag associated with the solid earth tide
are sought even with a reasonable precision. The ocean tidal
models are inadequate or nonexistent for this. Neither can the
pertinent ocean tide perturbations be estimated completely
from the orbital perturbations. An iterative procedure could
be envisaged whereby the terms Crr* , erz*, Coz*, and e a2+ aÍe
estimated from the orbital perturbations and used as con-
straints in computing improved ocean tide models.

If the recent analysis of Blum et al. ll973l for a possible
resonance effect at diurnal frequencies is at all indicative, the
resonance occurs near the tidal components út. No satell i tes
presently in orbit are particularly sensitive to this frequency
or to other nearby frequencies of the @t "/r, and d, waves. In
principle a satell i te orbit can always be selected so as to be
commensurate with a given tidal frequency and thereby give
secular t idal perturbations that increase linearly with time.
Near commensurabil ity, giving long-period perturbations,
would be preferable, but these will always bè small for these
waves. For example, an inclination of 70o would give a near
resonance wi th the ¿,  t ide (1,  m,  p,  s :2,  1,2,0) ,  a  per iod
of 2000 days, and amplitude of 5.0" in Q. Such a perturbation
would be completely dominated by other residual long-
period perturbations in the orbit.

TABLE 8. Summary of Results Obtained by Other Authors and Corrected for the Ocean Tidal Perturbations

Satellite Tide
Element kz
Analyzed Observed

k2 ô2 õ"

Corrected Observed, deg Corrected, deg

Kozai

Newton

Douglas et al.

Smith et  a l .
Lambeck et al.
Ar i thmet ic mean

5900101
6000902
6206001

Mean of four
polar satellites

6508901
680020 r
6502801
6800201

Kr- + K,s
Kr^ + Krs
Kr* + K\s
M2

,s2

K, +,s,
K l  + ' S ' + P r
K,+ s, + P,
M2

I
o

Ì
o

i
i
i

i r O

0.22
0.31
0.32
0.27
0.29
0.34
0.33
0.22
0 .31
0.25
0.29

0.24
0.34
0.34
0.30
0.32
0.36
0.36
0.25
0.33
0.28

0.309

-  ) . 1

1 . 3
+0.7

1 . 5
1 . 7
1 . 6
r .2

3.2

-  1 . 5
3 .7
6 .7

-5 .5
-  5 .6
-3 .4
-3 .8

5 .
q

0.5



The solid earth tidal parameters computed from the
satell i te orbit perturbations are not yet very conclusive, èven
when a correction is made for the contiibutions of the ócean
tide. The phase lag is particularly poorly determined, and we
cannot establish a very significant value for the mantle Q aI
the tidal frequencies. This inabil ity is in part due to the in-
adequate ocean tide models as already stressed and also due
to residual nontidal perturbations in the satell i te orbits and to
tracking data of only l imited accuracy. Better results can be
expected in the future if precise laser trackihg data, well.dis-
tributed in space and time, can be collected for the satell i tes
already in orbit, ôuch as Geos 2, or for the new small and
dense satell i te Starlet to be launched by the Centre National
d'Études Spatiales in 1974 for gravity f ield and tidal studies.

NorruoN

fr-t period of the earth's rotation relative to the moon,
equal to I lunar day.

f 
-t mean period of the moon's orbital motion, equal to

I  lunar  month.
-f¡- ' mean period of the sun's orbital motion, equal to I

year.

fn-' the mean period ofthe lunar perigee, equal to 8.85
yèars.

f-L the mean period of regression of the lunar nodes,
equal  to  18.61 years.

f 
-1 the period of perihelion, equal to 20,940 years.

2trfrt is local mean lunar time, equal to ¡ * À, where À is
Iongitude positive west.

2rfrt mean longitude of the moon, equal to s.
2trfit mean longitude of the sun, equal to å.
2o"f¡ longitude of the lunar perigee, equal to p,.
2"_f"t fl : y'y'', where Q is the longitude of the ascending

node of  the moon.
2o"f¡ longitude of perihelion, êQual to p".
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